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Abstract: The lipase from Prunus dulcis almonds has been immobilized for the first time. For this 

purpose, two different supports, an octadecyl methacrylate particulate support, and aminated aga-

rose (monoaminoethyl-N-aminoethyl) have been utilized. Both immobilized biocatalysts show im-

proved enzyme stability, but great changes in enzyme specificity were detected. The enzyme immo-

bilized via ion exchange maintained its activity intact versus p-nitrophenyl butyrate, while the en-

zyme immobilized on the hydrophobic support fully lost its activity versus this substrate, which 

was confirmed to be due to substrate adsorption on the support. However, this biocatalyst was 

much more active versus triacetin (more than 10-fold), R- or S- methyl mandelate at pH 7. At pH 9, 

a strong effect of using phosphate or bicarbonate as reaction buffers was detected. Using bicar-

bonate, the interfacially immobilized enzyme presented no activity versus R-isomer, but it was very 

active versus the S-isomer and triacetin. Using a phosphate buffer during the reaction, all com-

pounds were recognized as substrates. The enzyme immobilized via ion exchange was significantly 

more active using phosphate; in fact, using bicarbonate, the enzyme was inactive versus both methyl 

mandelate isomers. This paper shows for the first time a great interaction between the effects of the 

immobilization protocol and buffer used during reaction on the enantiospecificity of lipases. 

Keywords: lipase tuning by immobilization; lipase tuning by buffers; interfacially immobilized lipases; 

ionically exchanged lipase 

 

1. Introduction 

Lipases are among the most utilized enzymes in both academic and applied biocatal-

ysis [1–6]. This is due to their robustness, lack of cofactors and wide specificity, and ability 

to accept a wide variety of substrates. Their high stability has enabled the use of lipases 

in a wide variety of reaction media (e.g., aqueous [7,8], organic solvents [2,9], supercritical 

fluids [10,11], ionic liquids [12–16], eutectic solvents [17,18], solvent-free systems [19]), 

and their variety of substrates permits to use them in a diversity of industrial areas [20] 

(wastewater treatment [21], food [22–24], energy [25,26], cosmetic [27], pharmaceutical 

[28–30], fine chemistry [31–36]). They can be used in hydrolysis [7,8], acidolysis [37,38], 
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interesterifications [39,40], esterifications [19,41,42], transesterifications [25,43], ami-

dations [44–46], etc. Moreover, they are the most utilized enzymes in promiscuous reac-

tions [47,48]. Due to this interest and diversity of applications, there are intense searches 

to find lipases that can fulfil the requirements of each specific application [49,50].  

All lipases have a common mechanism of action: they are able to act in the interface 

of drops of oils, becoming “interfacial enzymes” [51,52]. This is due to their peculiar mech-

anism of action, called interfacial activation. They become adsorbed on hydrophobic sur-

faces via a huge hydrophobic pocket that surrounds the active site [53–58]. 

These enzymes would not be soluble in water, but they usually have the hydrophobic 

active site isolated from the medium, blocked by a mobile polypeptide chain whose exter-

nal face is hydrophilic, while the internal one is hydrophobic, and can interact with the 

hydrophobic areas surrounding the active site (called lid or flat) [53–55]. In this situation, 

the substrate cannot reach the active site, and the enzyme is inactive. However, this lid is 

in conformational equilibrium with a form where the lid is shifted and the active site be-

comes exposed, the so-called open form, which is the active lipase form [53–55]. When a 

hydrophobic surface, like a drop of oil, is present, the open form of the lipase is adsorbed 

onto this hydrophobic surface. This trend of lipases to become adsorbed on hydrophobic 

surfaces can generate some problems for lipase characterization, as they can become ad-

sorbed on other hydrophobic components of the medium such as other open lipases 

[59,60] or hydrophobic components in the crude mixture [61]. This aggregates formation 

changes the enzyme features, making understanding of the results using free enzymes 

quite hard. For this reason, we have not utilized the free enzyme in these studies. Some 

lipases have a very small lid that cannot fully isolate the active center, but they are still 

able to become adsorbed on hydrophobic surfaces, with the lipase B from Candida antarc-

tica being one outstanding example [53,62]. However, this lipase still is considered to have 

interfacial activation mechanism of action [63–65].  

One of the lipases sources that have been intensively explored are those contained in 

oleaginous plants seeds [66–74]. It can be assumed that the plant embryo should have the 

capability to degrade and consume the oils contained in the seed. Among these seeds, the 

Prunus dulcis almonds (also known as Amygdalus communis) may be of interest. However, 

we have been able to find just one paper devoted to this enzyme [75]. This paper describes 

this enzyme as a stable lipase (optimal temperature in soybean hydrolysis was 65 °C) and 

highlights its potential for a diverse range of applications. 

Enzyme immobilization is a technique initially developed for the recovery and reuse 

of enzymes, which initially were very expensive biocatalysts. Moreover, it simplifies the 

control of the reactor and the downstream of the product [76–78]. Nowadays, with the 

improvements in the techniques for lipases production, the cost of the enzyme may no 

longer serve as a comprehensive justification for enzyme immobilization [26,79–81]. How-

ever, it should be considered that enzyme immobilization has shown to be able to improve 

many enzyme features [82–84]. Stability may be improved by multipoint [85–87] or multi-

subunit immobilization [88], along with the other reasons recently reviewed [89]. The en-

zyme may be purified during the process of immobilization, if properly designed, and 

this can bypass any necessity for further enzyme purification, saving effort and expense 

[90]. Moreover, enzyme activity, selectivity, specificity, and inhibition may be tuned, and 

in some instances, convert an apparently inefficient enzyme into a very effective one [82–

84]. The use of immobilization techniques to improve the enzyme specificity and selectiv-

ity has been reported in many instances [91–104].  

That way, even with the decrease in the enzyme price, enzyme immobilization can 

become relevant in the development of industrial biocatalysts [26,80], but it is far from 

being a mature discipline [105].  

We have not found any published study regarding the immobilization of this lipase. 

In this paper, we have analyzed the immobilization of the enzyme on two different sup-

ports. On of the used methods utilizes aminated supports [106] for immobilizing the en-

zyme through multipoint ion exchange [107]. The second one is a hydrophobic support 
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where the lipase becomes immobilized via interfacial activation [108]. This immobilization 

method is among the most utilized ones in the literature, and it is expected to permit the 

one-step lipase immobilization, stabilization, purification, and hyperactivation [109]. The 

effects of enzyme immobilization on enzyme activity, stability, and specificity with different 

substrates at different pH values have also been analyzed. Moreover, the effect of the buffers 

on the lipase features have also been analyzed, as it has been shown that they can tune some 

enzyme features, either when they are present [110–112] or when used in the immobilization 

solution [113]. 

2. Results 

2.1. Immobilization of Lipase from Almond on Different Supports 

Figure 1 shows the lipase immobilization course on MANAE-agarose. Immobiliza-

tion is quite fast: in 15 min, only around 10% of the initial activity remained in the super-

natant d. The p-NPB enzyme activity is maintained after enzyme immobilization, suggest-

ing that the enzyme structure is fully maintained after the immobilization. In lipase im-

mobilization via ion exchange, drastic changes in enzyme activity are not anticipated, and 

although a multipoint ionic exchange is required, each bond is relatively weak. 

 

Figure 1. Almond lipase immobilization course on MANAE-agarose beads. The experiment was per-

formed in 5 mM of glycine buffer at pH 7.0 and 4 °C. Other specifications can be found in the Materials 

and Methods sections. Solid triangles: supernatant; solid squares: suspension; and solid circles: reference. 

Figure 2 shows the lipase immobilization course on hydrophobic Purolite. Immobili-

zation is slower than using MANAE-agarose, which deviates from the typical behavior 

observed in other lipases immobilized on hydrophobic supports, where immobilization 

has traditionally been characterized by an extremely rapid rate [108]. However, the most 

relevant point is that the enzyme apparently lost almost all activity after immobilization 

on this support. This is unexpected, as it is expected that the enzyme can increase its ac-

tivity because the open form of the lipase should be stabilized after this immobilization 

[108]. However, similar results have been previously reported using this support and 

other lipases [114]. To check if the problem was the adsorption of substrate or product on 

the support [84] (possible due to the very low concentration of the substrate and the small 

volumes used), the enzyme immobilized on MANAE-agarose was assayed after mixing 

the substrate with Purolite support. A very significant decrease on immobilized enzyme 

activity was found. To confirm this effect, other immobilized lipases were utilized, and in 

all cases, a drastic decrease on enzyme activity was detected when hydrophobic Purolite 

was added to the reaction, which was higher when the amount of Purolite particles was 

higher. This is a clear example where an artifact can lead to wrong conclusions, and using 
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very low amounts of substrate the adsorption of the substrate to the support may become 

a problem to determinate the activity of an immobilized enzyme [84]. Apparently, the 

immobilization on this support fully inactivated the enzyme, and this method may be dis-

carded as immobilization protocol for this specific enzyme, but this may be a mistake if 

this “inactivation” is not fully confirmed. 

 

Figure 2. Almond lipase immobilization course on octadecyl Purolite beads. The experiment was per-

formed using 5 mM of Gly buffer at pH 7.0 and 4 °C. Other specifications can be found in the Materials 

and Methods sections. Solid triangles: supernatant; solid squares: suspension; and solid circles: reference. 

To assert if the enzyme immobilized on hydrophobic Purolite presented activity ver-

sus other substrates, that is, if the enzyme was not really inactivated, the activities of both 

biocatalysts were determined using triacetin at pH 7. The activity of hydrophobic Purolite 

biocatalyst was almost 11 U/g of support, while for the MANAE-agarose biocatalyst, the 

activity was under 1 U/g of support. Considering the similar amount of enzyme that was 

immobilized on both supports, this means that the activity versus triacetin was multiplied 

by more than one order of magnitude after immobilization on the hydrophobic support. 

That way, the enzyme immobilized on hydrophobic Purolite presented an activity versus 

triacetin much higher than the enzyme immobilized via ion exchange, as may be expected 

of a lipase with the open form stabilized versus the support.  

Without considering the artifacts, the apparent enzyme specificity undergoes a sub-

stantial change upon immobilization. The enzyme immobilized on the hydrophobic sup-

port exhibits no activity towards p-NPB but displays high activity against triacetin. Con-

sidering the artifacts, this shows that the real effect is the decrease of available p-NPB, and 

that we can discard the use of p-NPB to follow the activity of lipases immobilized on these 

supports. 

2.2. Stability of the Different Biocatalysts of Lipase from Almonds 

Figure 3 shows the inactivation courses of the enzyme immobilized via ion exchange 

or interfacial activation in glycine at pH 7 and using triacetin as substrate. The inactivation 

was performed at 35 °C to achieve reliable inactivation courses. At 30 °C, the enzyme re-

mained fully active for 24 h, while at 40 °C, inactivation was too fast. Both immobilized 

biocatalysts exhibited similar stabilities and were more stable than the free enzyme. That 

way, regarding the enzyme stability, the immobilization via interfacial activation on this 

support did not improve the enzyme stability more than the immobilization via ion ex-

change, although it has been reported that this interfacially activated lipase form should 

be more stable than the lipase in the conformational equilibrium [115–117].  
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Figure 3. Inactivation course of different lipase preparations. Activity was determined using tri-

acetin as indicated in the Methods section. The inactivation was performed using 50 mM of glycine 

buffer at pH 7.0 and 35 °C. Other specifications can be found in the Materials and Methods section. 

Solid circles: free enzyme; solid squares: MANAE–lipase; and solid triangles: Purolite–lipase. 

2.3. Activity of the Different Almond Lipase Biocatalysts versus Different Substrates under 

Different Experimental Conditions 

Next, with the aim to investigate possible changes on enzyme specificity caused by 

the enzyme immobilization, the activities of both biocatalysts versus both enantiomers of 

methyl mandelate and triacetin under different conditions were analyzed (Table 1). Free 

enzyme was not assayed due to the tendency of lipases to form aggregates that make the 

properties of the enzyme depend on the composition of the crude, the concentration of 

the lipase, etc. [59,60]. At pH 5, the enzyme stability even after immobilization is compro-

mised, and only some activity could be detected using triacetin and the interfacially acti-

vated enzyme. Thus, we focused our studies at pH 7 and 9. 

At pH 7, results were very different depending on the biocatalyst. Lipase-hydropho-

bic Purolite more than doubled the activity versus triacetin when compared with the ac-

tivity versus both isomers of methyl mandelate, which were hydrolyzed at similar rates. 

The activity of the enzyme immobilized on MANAE-agarose was much lower with the 3 

substrates, and the difference in activities recorded using each substrate was clearly dif-

ferent. The enzyme preferred the S-isomer versus the R-isomer by a factor of almost 1.7, 

while the activity versus triacetin was 6-fold higher than versus R-methyl mandelate. 

However, the most important result was obtained at pH 9. Using a bicarbonate buffer 

in the reaction, the lipase that was immobilized via ion exchange only exhibited activity 

versus triacetin, completely losing the activity versus both isomers of methyl mandelate. 

However, the activity versus triacetin was more than 6-fold higher than at pH 7. In this 

way, the loss of activity versus the mandelic esters is not related to enzyme inactivation. 

The situation using the enzyme interfacially activated versus the hydrophobic Purolite 

was even more surprising. The activity versus triacetin was 5-fold lower than at pH 7. In 

fact, using triacetin, at pH 7 the lipase-hydrophobic Purolite was 11-fold more active than 

the lipase–MANAE-agarose, while at pH 9, it was around 3-fold less active. This biocata-

lyst was also fully inactive in the hydrolysis of R-methyl mandelate; however, it was al-

most 4-fold more active versus the S-isomer than at pH 7. As such, at pH 9, this biocatalyst 

seemed to be a very recommendable one for the resolution of racemic mixtures of R/S 

methyl mandelate, while at pH 7, it seemed completely inefficient. This suggests that the 

pH can exert drastic changes in enzyme conformations, and that these changes can be 

modulated by the immobilization support.  
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Table 1. Hydrolytic activity of the different immobilized lipase biocatalyst versus triacetin and R- 

or S-methyl mandelate in different conditions using lipase immobilized on different supports. Ac-

tivity is given in U/g of biocatalyst. The experiments were performed as described in the Materials 

and Methods section. 

Phosphate Buffer, pH 7 

Supports Substrates 

 R-methyl mandelate S-methyl mandelate Triacetin 

Purolite 4.75 ± 0.30 4.62 ± 0.34 10.81 ± 0.97 

MANAE 0.16 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.03 

Bicarbonate buffer, pH 9 

Purolite 0 16.43 ± 0.89 2.09 ± 0.37 

MANAE 0 0 6.33 ± 0.23 

Phosphate buffer, pH 9 

Purolite 13.57 ± 0. 93 11.7 ± 0.34 31.39 ± 1.29 

MANAE 0.23 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.01 11.7 ± 0.74 

Considering previous reports that highlighted the importance of the buffer on the 

features of lipases immobilized via interfacial activation [51,52], the activity versus these 

3 substrates at pH 9 was also determined using a phosphate buffer. Results changed dras-

tically. Lipase–MANAE showed a significant activity versus both enantiomers of methyl 

mandelate, similar to the activity detected at pH 7, but without significant differences us-

ing both isomers. Using triacetin, now the activity doubled its value compared to the value 

observed using a bicarbonate buffer in the reaction (already much higher than at pH 7). 

Lipase-hydrophobic Purolite also increased its activity compared to the values observed 

in bicarbonate, but to a much higher extension; an improvement factor of almost 15 may 

be detected in its activity versus triacetin. Now, the biocatalyst presented similar activities 

with R- and S- methyl mandelate, even slightly higher using the R- isomer. These results 

showed the great effect of the buffers on the final properties of the immobilized enzyme. 

The medium composition seemed to alter the final conformation of the lipase, giving li-

pase forms with different activity and specificity, as has been show on the immobilization 

of lipases via interfacial activation on hydrophobic supports using different medium com-

position present [110–112]. 

Phosphate at pH 9 seems to be able to produce enzyme forms with higher enzyme 

activities, but lower enzyme discrimination between the different substrates is another 

consequence of this conformational change caused by the buffer. From our knowledge, 

this is the more drastic effect of the buffer on enzyme specificity ever detected (from al-

most null to almost infinite). Moreover, this is also the first time a clear dependence on 

both the immobilization protocol and buffer conditions is shown in influencing the char-

acteristics of the enzyme. This synergy can have very implications when designing bio-

catalysts for industrial purposes. 

The activity values detected with mandelic esters are higher than those found using 

the lipase from Thermomyces lanuginosus, Rhizomucor miehei, or lipase A from Candida ant-

arctica immobilized on octyl-agarose (even several magnitude order in some instances) 

[113]. The lipase B from Candida antarctica immobilized on octyl-agarose has a higher 

activity than that of the almond lipase versus mandelic esters [113]. Using triacetin, the 

activity is comparable to the activity of these enzymes, depending on the experimental 

conditions [113]. However, the drastic changes caused by the synergy between enzyme 

immobilization protocols and experimental conditions are among the highest reported in 

the literature, as we have found just one report totally nullifying the activity versus one of 

the isomers of methyl mandelate via immobilization and medium engineering [118]. 
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3. Material and Methods 

3.1. Materials 

Triacetin and p-nitrophenyl butyrate (p-NPB) were obtained from GE Healthcare 

(Spain). R- and S- methyl mandelate were from Alfa Aesar (Fisher Scientific, Madrid, 

Spain). All reagents and solvents were of analytical grade. Agarose 4 BCL support was 

acquired from Agarose Bead Technologies (ABT), Madrid, Spain. Monoaminoethyl-N-

aminoethyl (MANAE)-support was produced using glyoxyl agarose beads [119,120] with 

a slight modification of the protocol previously described [121]. Purolite LifetechTM 

ECR8804M (octadecyl methacrylate) was kindly gifted by Purolite Ltd. (Wales, UK). Puro-

lite was treated as described by Tacias-Pascacio et al. [114,122] to fill the pores with water. 

A total of 10 g of Purolite beads was added to 100 mL of methanol and maintained under 

mild, continuous agitation for 1 h to eliminate the air inside the particles. Next, 100 mL of 

distilled water was added, and the suspension was stirred for 15 min. Afterward, the sus-

pensions were vacuum filtered, washed with excess of distilled water, and stored at 4–6 

°C. 

3.2. Methods 

All experiments have been performed by triplicate (at least), and results are given as 

mean values together with their respective standard deviations. 

3.2.1. Preparation of Lipase Extract 

Almonds were collected in Sfax in the South of Tunisia in July 2023 and used in Sep-

tember/October. After 3 days of germination, the radicles were discarded, and the cotyle-

dons were collected. Extraction was performed using the method described by Bahri [123], 

with slight modifications. The extraction was carried out at 4 °C (significant activity losses 

were observed at room temperature probably due to the action of the various proteolytic 

enzymes released during extraction). A volume of 30 mL of 50 mM glycine buffer at pH 7 

containing 1 mM benzamidine and 1 mM dithiothreitol was added to 10 g of the material 

previously collected, which were crushed in a porcelain mortar at 4 °C. The suspension was 

vacuum filtered using a sintered filter 3, and the solid was discarded. The obtained super-

natant was centrifuged at 10,000× g for 20 min at 4 °C. The insoluble material was discarded, 

and the supernatant (25 mg protein/mL) was retained, stored at 4–6 °C, and utilized further.  

The protein concentration was quantified by the method reported by Bradford [124]. 

BSA was used as the standard protein.  

3.2.2. Determination of the Enzyme Activity Using Different Substrates 

Hydrolysis of p-NPB 

This assay was employed to spectrophotometrically quantify the activity of the en-

zyme by determining the augmentation in absorbance at 348 nm (isobestic point of pNP) 

[125] produced by the pNP that is released after the hydrolysis of 0.4 mM p-NPB in 25 mM 

sodium phosphate at pH 7.0 and 25 °C. The reaction was started by the addition of 200 µL 

of lipase suspension or solution to 2.3 mL of substrate solution. One international unit of 

activity (U) was defined as the amount of enzyme that hydrolyses 1 µmol of p-NPB per 

minute under the above conditions. 

Hydrolysis of Triacetin 

A mass of 0.2 g of wet biocatalysts (lipase immobilized on MANAE or Purolite) was 

added to 2 mL of 50 mM of triacetin in 50 mM sodium phosphate solution at 25 °C and 

pH 7.0, under incessant stirring. The produced 1,2 diacetin suffers acyl migration under 

these conditions, producing a mixture with 1,3 diacetin [126]. The determination of the 

reaction progress was determined using a HPLC Kromasil C18 column of (15 cm × 0.46 

cm) with a UV detector at 230 nm. The mobile phase was a solution of 15% acetonitrile-
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85% Milli-Q water and the flow rate was 1 mL/min. At conversion degrees between 15 and 

20%, the production of 1,2 diacetin and 1,3 diacetin (both products co-eluted) was determined. 

The retention times of the compounds were 18 min for the triacetin and 4 min for the diacetins. 

R- or S-Methyl Mandelate Hydrolysis 

To 2–3 mL of substrate solution at 25 °C, 0.2–0.3 g of wet biocatalyst was added. The 

suspension was subjected to continuous stirring. The reaction was performed using 10 

mM of R- or S- methyl mandelate in 50 mM of sodium phosphate at pH 7.0. The product 

was identified by using a HPLC using a Kromasil C18 column (15 cm × 0.46 cm). The 

mobile phase was a solution of 35% acetonitrile-65% 10 mM ammonium acetate in Milli-

Q water at pH 2.8 with a flow of 1 mL/min. A UV/VIS detector at 230 nm was utilized, 

with the retention times being 2.4 min for mandelic acid and 4.2 min for methyl mandelate. 

The initial reaction rates were calculated using conversions between 15 and 20%. 

3.2.3. Immobilization of Lipase 

The immobilizations were followed by determining the activities of supernatant, sus-

pension, and a reference of the enzyme incubated under identical conditions but in ab-

sence of support [84]. Lipase immobilizations were carried out using 25 mg of enzyme/g 

of wet support, diluting the enzyme solution with distilled water. Immobilizations were 

performed at 4 °C. The stock enzyme solution was prepared in 50 mM Gly. 

The support/enzyme solution had a relation of 1 g/10 mL of the enzyme solution. The 

activity was determined employing p-NPB. After immobilization, the biocatalysts were 

washed with excess of distilled water, vacuum dried, and stored at 4 °C. 

3.2.4. Thermal Inactivations of the Biocatalysts 

Biocatalysts stabilities were determined using triacetin or S-mandelate as substrates. 

A total of 0.2 g of immobilized enzymes was incubated in 2 mL of 50 mM Gly buffer at pH 

7.0 and 35 °C. At the indicated times, samples were taken, and their activities were deter-

mined using triacetin and S-mandelate as substrates, as described above. Residual activi-

ties were calculated as a percentage of the initial activity and half-lives were calculated 

using the inactivation curses. 

4. Conclusions 

The lipase from Prunus dulcis almonds is a poorly studied enzyme that had never 

been immobilized before this paper; however, it may be an interesting one. For example, 

it is a very tunable enzyme via immobilization. It also shows one of the strongest modu-

lations of enzyme specificity via immobilization. Its immobilization via physical adsorp-

tion (interfacial activation or ion exchange) improves enzyme stability, but the most inter-

esting effects are the changes on enzyme specificity. The immobilization on hydrophobic 

Purolite greatly decreases the activity of the enzyme versus p-NPB, whereas with 

MANAE, the activity is fairly preserved. This effect was shown to be caused by an artifact 

where the substrate becomes adsorbed on the hydrophobic support. 

The interfacially activated enzyme is much more active than the enzyme ionically 

exchanged using triacetin or both isomers of methyl mandelate as substrates at pH 7. At 

pH 9, an intense effect from the buffer was found. While using bicarbonate, the interfa-

cially activated enzyme was less active using triacetin than the ionically exchanged en-

zyme, both biocatalysts were fully inactive using R-methyl mandelate, and the ionically 

exchanged enzyme was not active neither with S-methyl mandelate. However, the inter-

facially activated enzyme was active versus the S-isomer, in fact, far more active than at 

pH 7 using this substrate. Using phosphate at pH 9, both biocatalysts were active versus 

all substrates. This shows for first time the combined effects of enzyme immobilization 

protocols, pH values, and buffers in the specificity of immobilized lipases. This means that 

in the biocatalysts and process design and optimization, these synergic effects must be 
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considered. We have not found similar effects in the literature, and the ones found in this 

paper are very drastic, but if this is a general case, then an enzyme or medium may be 

discarded for a specific reaction using a kind of immobilized enzyme and become a very 

suitable one using another immobilization technique. Considering the outcomes with 

other biocatalysts of a specific enzyme, it is not advisable to assume any granted influence 

of the medium on the properties of the immobilized enzyme. 

The easy change of the enzyme catalytic features makes this enzyme very interesting 

for possible applications, while the lack of specific research makes it difficult to predict 

the potential of this enzyme for industrial applications (not the subject of this paper). For 

these industrial applications, economic balances, patent issues, etc., should be considered. 

For industrial applications, the moderate stability of the enzyme even after immobi-

lization makes it necessary to apply stabilization strategies to this enzyme (e.g., immobi-

lization protocols that can stabilize the enzyme, further chemical modifications, etc.). The 

use of the enzyme biocatalysts in other reaction media (solvent free, organic solvents, ionic 

liquids, etc.) and applications (esterifications, transesterifications, etc.) described in the in-

troduction should be also analyzed. 
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